The Language of MORE
(and how to speak it)

Comprehensive. Thorough. Extensive.

No matter what
adjective they choose to describe the
kind of property and liability coverage

they get from NYSIR, New York
school districts and BOCES
pretty much find themselves
PROFILES
in unanimous agreement
More in our
ongoing look
when it comes to another
at NYSIR
descriptive modifier.
friends and faces And that word is “more.”

4
6

IT COULD
HAPPEN TO
YOU

Shortcuts
through the
snow

Frankly, that’s the way
NYSIR planned it.
For nearly 30 years,
M-O-R-E has spelled
success for the reciprocal and
its subscribers, and in NYSIR’s
latest series of policy initiatives,

“more” continues to translate into
value. Example? No-cost coverage for
cyber extortion.

Subscriber
districts
and BOCES
now are
covered for
expenses they
could incur
if their
IT systems
are held for
ransom
by cyber
criminals.

INTO THE BREACH
In a follow-on to NYSIR’s
no-cost Data Compromise
and CyberOne™ policies −
insurance designed to help
public schools cover expenses
and service obligations
generally associated with
computer data breaches −
subscriber districts and BOCES
now are covered for expenses
they could incur if their IT
Continued on page 2.
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THE LANGUAGE OF MORE, CONTINUED
systems are held for ransom by cyber
criminals threatening to deny service, steal
data or damage software.

Under the new policy endorsement,
NYSIR members that have experienced
cyber extortion threats are
safeguarded by an annual
limit of $10,000 per year
in protection to help offset
the expense of any ransom
paid, as well as the cost of
investigations or negotiations.
The coverage comes with
no extra premium charge.

At the same time, subscribers can take
advantage of another recently introduced
option to raise their Data Compromise
and CyberOne annual
coverage limits from
$250,000 – the standard
that comes with no
additional premium –
to $1 million, for a
modest price increase.
“We’re continually
looking for ways to
improve coverages
for members,” says
NYSIR Executive
Director Bob Lulley.
“In the public school insurance market,
there essentially is no status quo. The
operating environment
is in constant flux and new
loss exposures arise all
the time, so it just makes
good business sense
for us to add value in
ways that better serve
our subscribers.”

“The operating
environment
is in constant
flux and
new loss
exposures
arise all the
time, so it
just makes
good business
sense for us
to add value
in ways
that better
serve our
subscribers.”

NYSIR Underwriting Director
Frederick Black says the
addition is intended to cover
demands for money to
avoid credible threats of
denial-of-service attacks; the
theft or release of personally
sensitive or identifying
information; or damage
to or destruction of electronic data or
software stored in district or BOCES
computer systems.
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CLEAR
COMMUNICATIONS

At times, that service
can extend to helping
districts and BOCES
engage in something as
fundamental as talking to
the community during
periods of crisis. That’s
why NYSIR recently added fast crisis
communications support to its growing
list of subscriber benefits.
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NYSIR subscribers can now receive up
to eight hours of crisis communications
services – provided by one of two
established professional public relations

agencies – during the first 48 hours of an
emergency affecting their schools and
offices. The idea, of course, is that immediate
counseling from communications experts
on what to say, and how and when to
say it, can minimize public concern and
potential reputational damage to districts,
BOCES and education officials.
It’s not unusual for education institutions
to be confronted with issues such as

criminal activity, accidents, operational
challenges and student action, notes
NYSIR Assistant Executive Director Tom
Austin. “In times of crisis, communicating
clearly, quickly
and with one
consistent message
can be extremely
important,” Austin
explains. “Working
with its public
relations partners,
NYSIR can help
subscribers
develop media
statements and community messages.
Arrangements also can be made to have
one of our expert agencies act as an
official spokesperson.”

COMING SOON:
MORE THAN BUSES
One crisis everyone wants to avoid are
incidents involving school vehicles, and
Continued on back page.
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Regina O’Neill
In partnership with
License Monitor, Inc.
(LMI), NYSIR provides
subscriber school
districts a state-of-theart risk management
tool for proactively
monitoring driver’s
license activity and
managing driver data.
More than 200 NYSIR
REGINA O’NEILL
subscribers have taken
advantage of the program, which
allows school districts to monitor
changes to employees’ driver’s
licenses on a
daily basis. n
Regina O’Neill,
an Account
Service Representative II, has been
working at LMI for more than
nine and a half years and is the
dedicated account manager for all
NYSIR subscribers. n WHAT’S
YOUR HOMETOWN? Nanuet,
Rockland County n WHERE

NYSIR Profiles

New York

n

HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN

INVOLVED WITH NYSIR? Since 2007, when

NYSIR partnered with License Monitor.

n

WHAT’S ONE THING YOU WOULD LIKE
PEOPLE TO KNOW ABOUT NYSIR? NYSIR’s

level of professionalism and support to subscribers
is in a class all by itself, and NYSIR subscribers’
dedication to the safety of their students is
admirable. n GROWING UP, I ALWAYS
WANTED TO BE… a horse jockey. n MOTTO
TO LIVE BY: Speak your truth quietly and clearly,
and listen to others. n THE BEST ADVICE I
HAVE EVER RECEIVED WAS: “Always do the
right thing – every day.” n IF YOU COULD GO
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD, WHERE WOULD
IT BE? I would like to see the Great Barrier Reef

in Australia and Hong Kong (for its shopping). n
FAVORITE MOVIE OR BOOK: My favorite movie
is “The Shawshank Redemption.” I enjoy reading
and have several favorite authors such as James
Patterson, Tom Clancy and L.M. Montgomery.
In her spare time, Regina enjoys volunteering
at Children of Promise Stable (COPS), a
non-profit organization that provides equineassisted activities and therapies for special

DID YOU GET YOUR DEGREE?

needs children and adults. She currently serves

BS, Mercy College, Dobbs Ferry,

as secretary on the board of directors.

Amanda Grace Wing
Amanda Grace Wing
is deputy director of
the New York State
Association of School
Business Officials
(NYSASBO), where she
started as marketing
coordinator in 2013.
Through a partnership with NYSASBO,
Amanda works with
AMANDA GRACE WING
NYSIR to provide
writing and communications support,
including interviewing NYSIR subscribers,
writing articles for the NYSIR News and
overseeing publication of NYSIR’s email
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campaigns. n WHAT’S YOUR HOMETOWN?
I grew up in Mill River, MA, but currently live
in Malta, NY. n WHERE DID YOU GET YOUR
DEGREE? University at Albany, SUNY n HOW
DID YOU GET INTO THE BUSINESS YOU’RE
IN? I’ve always enjoyed writing. In high school,

I wanted to be a political analyst, so I took
internships on political campaigns and in the
newsroom at a local TV station. In college, I
majored in journalism and took internships at
NPR and a public relations firm. After college,
the nonprofit world was a natural fit for me and
I was able to put my PR, marketing and writing
skills to good use. I’ve been working in some
form of nonprofit/association marketing and
management ever since and I love it. n
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WHAT’S ONE THING YOU WOULD LIKE
PEOPLE TO KNOW ABOUT NYSIR?

NYSIR is an amazingly supportive partner
to member associations in the field of public
education in New York. The reciprocal’s
dedication to supporting those organizations
is remarkable. n GROWING UP, I
ALWAYS WANTED TO BE… an actress.
n MOTTO TO LIVE BY: Living with
compassion is really important to me. I
love this quote from Ram Dass: “We’re
all just walking each other home.” I think
it’s a great reminder that, in the end,
we’re all trying to get to the same place
and maybe we can make each other’s

MAY 2017

journey a little brighter along the way. n WHAT’S
YOUR FAVORITE FOOD? Sushi. I just really
love the pickled ginger that goes with it. n WHAT
INSPIRES YOU? Children. They’re so innocent and
eager to learn. I love spending time with my niece
and nephew and seeing how much wonderment they
find in things we as adults pass by so easily.
In her free time, Amanda enjoys being active.
She hikes, runs and belongs to a cross-fit gym.
She is also passionate about dog rescue and
spreading awareness about adoption. Amanda
has a rescue pit bull named Violet she’s trained
to become a certified therapy dog and AKC
Canine Good Citizen.

Paul Weinstein
WHAT’S ONE

Paul Weinstein,
Vice President and
Director of NYSIR
Marketing and
Subscriber Support,
started with Wright
Risk Management,
NYSIR’s management
company, in 1991 and
began underwriting
for NYSIR soon after
PAUL WEINSTEIN
the reciprocal was
formed. n In his current role, Paul leads
an in-house team of regional marketing
managers from Western New York to
the Capital Region to the Lower Hudson
and Long Island. n WHAT’S YOUR
HOMETOWN? Born and raised in the
Flatbush-Midwood section of Brooklyn. I’ve
been living in Sunnyside, Queens, since
1990. n WHERE DID YOU GET YOUR
DEGREE? I’m a graduate of the State
University of New York at Oneonta. n HOW

multinational corporations.

DID YOU GET INTO THE BUSINESS

health, and their daughter Emily is beginning

YOU’RE IN? Within a year of my college

her freshman year at Barnard College in the

graduation, on a tip from a high school friend,
I interviewed for an entry-level position as an
underwriting assistant in the captives division of
a large Wall Street company involved in insuring

n

THING YOU WOULD LIKE PEOPLE TO
KNOW ABOUT NYSIR? NYSIR’s 27 years of

accomplishment are built on partnership, trust
and collaboration among the 350-plus member
school districts and BOCES we call subscribers,
NYSIR’s 23-member board of governors and
executive team, and a multifaceted team of
dedicated insurance professionals at Wright
Risk Management. Working together, they’re
committed to making the kind of difference that
matters for public schools. n GROWING UP,
I ALWAYS WANTED TO BE… an on-air disk
jockey. I did get to live out some of that dream
by spinning records for a couple of college radio
stations. n BEST ADVICE YOU’VE EVER
RECEIVED: Look both ways, maybe even twice,
before entering an intersection!
Paul’s wife of 28 years, Eva, is a middle school
teacher and chair of the school’s history
department. Their son Elliott is in graduate
school finishing up a master’s degree in public

fall. Paul and Eva also have two house cats
named Bethel and Darwin. (Darwin is on a daily
dose of Prozac, notes Paul, but they’re not sure
if his meds are actually working.)
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It’s a complicated enterprise. Faculty.
Staff. Students. Supplies. Transportation. Buildings and grounds. With seemingly
a thousand things demanding attention all at once, risk management
is bound to gravitate to the bottom of the list every once in a while, right?
Here’s why it shouldn’t, and why it’s important to remember…

Instead of
following
the safely
shoveled path
to the main
entrance,
she decided
to save a
few seconds
by taking
a shortcut.

As revealed by this real-life
court decision from the files of
NYSIR’s Claims Department,
just because the way is clear
doesn’t mean everyone will
take it. But if they don’t and
something goes wrong, there’s
a good chance they’ll see their
way clear to blaming you.

Several winters ago, a
14-year-old student at a
NYSIR-insured district was
walking to school along a
snow- and ice-free sidewalk maintained
by the grounds crew. But instead of
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following the safely
shoveled path to the main
entrance, she decided to
save a few seconds by taking
a shortcut over a snowbank near a parking
lot. When she made it to the other
side, she fell and broke her leg just above
the ankle.
She was quickly attended to by the
school nurse and principal, who
immediately called for an ambulance
and had her transported to a local
hospital, where it was confirmed that
she had fractured her fibula and torn
some ankle ligaments. Following
surgery that
involved the
placement of
several pins and
many weeks of
recuperation, the
student returned
to class. Her
family sued,
however, faulting
the school for
negligence and
seeking $15,000
for medical
expenses and
$800,000 for pain
and suffering.
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chose not to walk on
the cleared sidewalk and
through a snowbank
instead. Additionally,
district counsel noted the
plaintiff ultimately had
been able to finish school,
go to work and participate
in various physical activities,
including a video-based
workout routine. The
plaintiff’s lawyers, in fact,
acknowledged that
their client accepted some
responsibility for the
accident, but that her
actions didn’t absolve the
school district.

THE PATH TO COURT

Would the jury see its own way clear
to exonerating the district
of any culpability? Not exactly.

At trial, the student’s attorneys argued
that 1) footprints and a
makeshift path should
After an hour, it returned
The district
have signaled to the school
a verdict awarding the
countered
district that students were
plaintiff $25,000 to cover
that the fault
cutting through
both medical expenses
lay entirely
the snowbank
and pain and suffering,
with the
instead of taking
but determined that the
student, who
the shoveled
student was 85 percent at
deliberately
)
sidewalk, 2 a
fault, while the district was
chose not
fence should have
only 15 percent at fault.
to walk on
been installed to
The upshot? The plaintiff
the cleared
keep them from
recovered just $3,750.
sidewalk and
walking through
through a
the snow, and
THE LESSON?
snowbank
3) the area where
instead.
the student fell
No matter how clear the
should have been salted.
path may seem, students – and juries –
can always find another way.
The district countered that the fault lay
entirely with the student, who deliberately

It could happen to you.
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NYSIR will be helping districts and BOCES
stay in the right lane with a soon-to-be
updated program for
monitoring changes in
school employee driver’s
licenses and managing bus
driver data.
Working with License
Monitor® (LMI), NYSIR
is planning to expand its
free license monitoring
service beyond 19-A
regulatory compliance
for district-employed
school bus drivers to
the daily monitoring of
driver’s license activity for
any school employee
operating a school-owned

vehicle. Through LMI’s online application,
employee driver’s license updates
will be reported as they
occur, helping NYSIR
members be certain
that unlicensed or
unqualified drivers aren’t
operating any district
vehicles – buses or cars.

Additional
cyber security,
no-cost crisis
communications
assistance
and extended
license monitoring.
At NYSIR,
more isn’t just
better. It’s
expected. And
that’s a
language that
speaks to
every subscriber.
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Additional cyber
security, no-cost crisis
communications
assistance and extended
license monitoring. At
NYSIR, more isn’t just
better. It’s expected.
And that’s a language
that speaks to
every subscriber.

